
Some highlights of the Pause Button tips:

 

Anger and Anxiety are meant to serve us.

 

Change is a process: I use the analogy of a pot on a stove, and our emotions as the water

that can start to boil and spillover uncontrollably.  Taking the lid off is often all you can do in

the moment. Taking the heat off or at least turning it down, is essential work to be doing

proactively (not in the moment) 

 

Biggest fuel is often OUR thoughts, such as black and white thinking!

 

Just knowing you are getting help can help you stay calm. (One of many benefits of being

coached or in a small group of women who are making changes.)

 

Willpower is a muscle! 

 

Tips shared:

 

Breathing with a twist: Counting to 10 backwards in a foreign language. (Along with

breathing)

Do Over: Can be best to do in a humorous way - Talk as a robot, mock up actions of going

backwards, whisper, etc. Use the beep beep of a car or the sounds of a tape rewinding

(doesn’t matter that they don’t know what that sounds like).

State Change: Get down. When you physically tower over children, you feel more powerful

and it’s easier to get and stay angry. Get down at least on their level. Immediately makes it

harder to get and stay angry. Lying on the floor can be brilliant! Change your Voice! 

Burst into song or whisper! Bonus points for proactively having a song you do for the activities

that are most challenging!

Whisper in high voice 

Abort Mission! Pretend you forgot something in the other room!!!  Breath and count

backwards while you are walking away. (Can use in many situations.)

Three senses exercise: Identify three things that your senses are telling you. Brings you

present. Clears the mind as you have to focus to even notice something your senses are

telling you right now.
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